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I. INTRODUCTION

The central question posed by this symposium concerns the methods of evaluating health policy. Our empirical work on that topic centers on American health care federalism, the relationship between the federal and state governments in the realm of U.S. health care policy and regulation. We recently completed a five-year study tracking implementation of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA) from 2012-2017.¹ The study focused on the two key pillars of the ACA, which also happen to be the most state-centered aspects of the law. Those pillars are the expansion of Medicaid—the U.S. health insurance program for low-income individuals, originally established in 1965—and the implementation of the ACA’s new insurance marketplaces, known as “health insurance exchanges.” Our results shed light on what we call the “new health care federalism”—federalism in the modern era of nationally enacted health laws that preserve key roles for state leadership. At the same time, our study reveals the theoretical and empirical challenges of quantitatively evaluating health care federalism at all. What is it really? Does it exist? Is it successful? Why do we choose federalism-oriented models in the first place?

The full study and its implications are presented in a forthcoming article in the Stanford Law Review.² Our purpose here is to offer a more accessible snapshot; to discuss the methodological challenges we faced; and to offer in more detail than the longer article one aspect of our methodology: interviews of approximately twenty high ranking former state and federal officials who were at the forefront of the first years of ACA implementation. What we heard from

---

* Professor of Law and Faculty Director, Solomon Center for Health Law and Policy, Yale Law School; Professor of Health Law, Ethics & Human Rights, Boston University School of Public Health & Professor of Law, Boston University School of Law. We are deeply thankful to our interviewees for their insights, candor, and time, and to our colleagues in the Indiana Health Law Program for the invitation.

1. We began the work of studying implementation with colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania, Tom Baker and Theodore Ruger, in a project we detail in the Stanford Law Review. We are indebted to them for their contributions.

those officials corroborates our empirical data and substantiates our conclusions about the defining characteristics, from a federalism perspective, of the ACA’s implementation in the states. Of course, implementation is ongoing and the ACA’s politics remain in flux. Much of what we observed in our study continues to apply to the current context.

The implementation process in the states has been 1) dynamic; 2) pragmatic; 3) negotiated; and 4) marked by intrastate politics. There have been waves of engagement and estrangement between states and the federal government, and state decisions to participate in the ACA’s programs have not been binary, on/off choices. States have moved surprisingly fluidly between models of implementation, and some engaged only partially. States and the federal Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) have each been extremely creative, devising new ways—some not contemplated by the statute’s drafters—to regulate together in a manner that would be politically palatable for Republican governors who concluded that implementing the ACA was in the state’s best interest but at the same time did not wish to appear treasonous to their party by “cooperating” with President Obama. Intergovernmental negotiations have been constant: states have watched other states extract concessions and generous deals from the federal government, then piggybacked on and one-upped those state efforts in their own negotiations. Intrastate politics have also been a central feature throughout, as have state-to-state differences that are often glossed over by federalism theorists who discuss the states as monolithic blocs. Governors often had different (usually more pro-ACA) policy objectives than state legislators. State insurance commissioners also worked around resistant state officials, including some governors, to implement the statute.

At the same time, the ACA’s implementation raises deeper questions about health care federalism itself—questions that relate to the methodological question posed by this symposium about evaluating health policy. What, exactly, is health care federalism for? In the context of the ACA, it sometimes appears that health care federalism is not about improving health outcomes at all but rather is “federalism for federalism’s sake”—federalism to advance political or constitutional values, such as reserving power to the states in the interest of sovereignty and balance of power—regardless of the effect on health care coverage, cost, quality, or other standard measures of health care policy success. We cannot evaluate federalism—whether it exists, whether it is working—without knowing what its goals are.

As it turns out, we were unable to achieve our goal of quantifying the extent of federalism under the ACA precisely because of this theoretical haziness. We tried, for instance, to measure how “cooperative” the states were—in line with federalism scholars’ preoccupation with the idea of “cooperative federalism”—only to find that concept largely meaningless in this complex context. Some states tried to be dutiful soldiers of the ACA but failed to run their own programs; other states rebelled and refused to run their own programs from the beginning. The federal government stepped in for both. Were such states equally “cooperative”? Were they equally “autonomous”? The same challenges appeared in the context of other metrics, like sovereignty. Were the states that accepted federal funds and expanded Medicaid more or less sovereign than states
that refused? Were the states that bargained for innovative waivers to expand Medicaid in new ways—for instance, privatizing some of the program—more sovereign than both, or were they weaker capitulators than the states that resisted completely? These questions, we discovered, were impossible to answer.

We were left with the sense that federalism functions as both means and end in health care. But tension exists between those functions. We can say more assuredly that the ACA’s federalism served state power than we can say that its federalism produced better health policy outcomes, which was corroborated by our interviewees’ insights. The ACA’s implementation, like other federal programs before it, reveals that traditional federalism policy goals—like policy diversity and experimentation—can be served as easily by nationalist governance structures as by state-centered ones. Consistent with the focus of this symposium on “measuring” health care, we believe our study poses a major challenge for the field: what is health care federalism for, and on what metrics should its success be evaluated?

II. BACKGROUND

Both by virtue of its statutory design and the way it has been interpreted by courts and administrators, the ACA’s implementation has been a joint effort between the federal government and states. The ACA as drafted had many aims, but its primary goal was universal health insurance coverage. It aimed to accomplish that goal through two key mechanisms: expansion of Medicaid eligibility to childless adults and creation of more robust individual insurance markets through newly-created exchanges.

A. The ACA’s Federalism Design

The ACA adopts a federalism-oriented structure in its two main components, namely Medicaid and the exchanges. But the federalism design of each of those pillars is not the same. And it looks different today than it did when the statute was drafted.

Medicaid, the public health care program for low-income individuals that is jointly run by states and the federal government, has always been held out as a quintessential example of federalism in administration. Medicaid is a centerpiece of the ACA and was supposed to be significantly expanded by it to address the absence of health insurance options for low income individuals. As drafted, the ACA modified Medicaid’s limited enrollment for the “deserving poor” (which in many states, at the time the ACA passed, did not include low-income childless adults) by expanding eligibility to all adults under age sixty-five with income up


to 138% of the federal poverty level (FPL).\(^5\)

With respect to the exchanges, these new marketplaces were designed to be state-run. States were given the right of first refusal to operate their own exchanges—something conservative Senators demanded—and the federal government was to be a fallback for states that did not do so. The exchanges serve several functions for the private side of the market, particularly, individuals who do not receive insurance at work but rather must find it for themselves. These new marketplaces act as health insurance clearinghouses. They make the sale of insurance more transparent and efficient, allowing individuals and small groups to compare and purchase health plans that all meet certain basic coverage and quality criteria. They also administer federal tax credits to subsidize the purchase of insurance for individuals earning between 100-400% of the FPL.\(^6\)

As implemented, however, the ACA did not fully effectuate the policy goals of its federalism design. The Supreme Court’s 2012 ruling on the constitutional challenges to the ACA, \(NFIB\) v. \(Sebelius\), largely upheld the law but took issue with the mandatory nature of the Medicaid expansion. Finding the expansion unconstitutionally coercive for states, the Court reinterpreted the expansion as optional.\(^7\) The decision dramatically changed the federalism dynamics of Medicaid implementation, giving states enormous leverage to negotiate for concessions with a federal administration eager to expand the Medicaid program’s eligibility so as to achieve the goal of universal insurance coverage.\(^8\)

Exchange implementation also did not proceed as envisioned from a federalism perspective. The statutory design of the insurance exchange provisions was supposed to be the mirror image of the Medicaid expansion. The Medicaid expansion was drafted to be universal, a significant federal intervention in historic state choices regarding Medicaid eligibility.\(^9\) The exchange provisions, on the


7. Nat’l Fed’n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012). Most of the public focus during the case was on the challenge to the insurance mandate—the requirement in the ACA that all individuals become insured or pay a tax. The mandate, which at the time this article went to press had been repealed by the 2017 tax bill, helped to sustain private insurance markets in the face of the ACA’s new requirements for the insurance industry. The ACA requires insurers to cover individuals at essentially equal rates and regardless of medical risk. These and other major changes to the industry’s business model required a source of new funding, as the industry could no longer profit by discriminating on the basis of health and betting on individual risk. The mandate’s purpose was to add new healthy customers to the insurance risk pool. In NFIB, the Court upheld the mandate as a valid exercise of the tax power.

8. In reality “near universal” because undocumented immigrants were deliberately excluded from the law’s insurance coverage reforms. Nicole Huberfeld, \(The Universality of Medicaid at Fifty\), 15 YALE J. OF HEALTH POLICY, L. & ETHICS 67, 68 n. 7 (2015).

other hand, were designed to be state-led. In the name of federalism, as noted, Senate conservatives had rejected the House’s preference for a new nationally-run exchange, and the ACA enacted the Senate’s preference for state-led exchanges.\footnote{Compare America’s Affordable Health Choices Act of 2009, H.R. 3200, 111th Cong. tit. II.A. (as reported by House, Oct. 14, 2009), with Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, H.R. 3590, 111th Cong. tit. I.D.II. (as passed by Senate, Dec. 24, 2009).} It was widely expected that most states—especially Republican states—would run their own exchanges, rather than allow the federal government to take over their insurance markets. The ACA provided a fallback if they did not: the federal government would operate the exchanges in those states. As in the case of the Medicaid expansion, however, the ACA as implemented saw a dramatic change to the expected federalism structure of the exchanges. The Republican Party intensely politicized ACA implementation in ways unforeseen at the time of the enactment. As relevant to the exchanges, refusing to implement a state exchange became an act of political resistance to the Obama administration and a litmus test for party loyalty. The ironic result was that the very states that had worried most about federal takeover of insurance markets were the same states that refused to implement the law, thereby triggering the federal fallback provisions, and allowing the creation of a national, federally-run exchange in those states.

Thus, whereas the ACA was intended to strengthen the federal role in Medicaid and minimize it in the private insurance context, the actual implementation flipped this structure on its head. The Court’s decision in \textit{NFIB} reinvigorated state power to determine whether and how they would participate in Medicaid, and that attitude bled into the exchange implementation.

The ACA built states into its structure for many reasons. Some were at least partly political. For example, giving the states leadership over the exchanges made the ACA’s federal intrusion into the realm of insurance (traditionally a state function) more politically palatable to Senate conservatives. Some reasons were more pragmatic, not least that the federal government did not have the capacity to implement the ACA alone and had an expert body of health administrators waiting in the states, which long have controlled most aspects of health care and insurance regulation. Some reasons were ostensibly policy driven, including a belief in the benefit of local policy variation and experimentation. The flipped federalism dynamics that emerged in implementation complicated these matters and enabled the fluid, negotiated federalism that ultimately has characterized the law.

\textbf{B. Measurement Methodology}

We devised a three-track strategy in our effort to measure the ACA’s federalism. First, we collaborated with colleagues at the University of Pennsylvania who were developing a quantitative database to track the development of the ACA’s insurance markets. We added a series of criteria on the Medicaid expansion to that project, as well as a series of new federalism-methods.
related questions in the insurance arena. Second, using publicly available sources, including government materials and media, we independently catalogued the details of the implementation of Medicaid and the exchanges across the states. We tracked factors ranging from program design, to political party in office, to the legal means—law, executive order, etc.—by which the new programs were implemented in any individual state. Finally, to corroborate that the federalism implications we drew from the data were also perceived in the “real world,” we interviewed the implementers themselves—current and former state and federal officials who ranged from state governors to insurance commissioners to high-ranking members of the Obama Administration. We also interviewed leaders in major healthcare nonprofit and trade groups that were known to be working closely with state and federal officials on implementation. All interviews took place in 2016, were confidential, and were conducted by phone over the course of an hour.

As noted, our efforts to quantify “federalism” as part of the University of Pennsylvania project were unsuccessful. But those failures were illuminating themselves, and in large part were the result of observations we drew from our qualitative work. We found ourselves unable to quantitatively measure, for example, the extent to which states retained sovereignty because, in looking at ACA implementation, it became clear that so many different potential weights of sovereignty might be used. Take for instance, the importance of state law. The centrality of the state lawmaking apparatus is a key feature of state sovereignty. Our qualitative study illustrates that states passed tens, if not hundreds, of state laws and regulations to implement the ACA. In contrast, states that resisted implementation simultaneously invited in the federal government to use federal law to design and implement the insurance markets within those states. Which one of these is more sovereign? How can numerical weights be assigned? We faced the same challenges when we attempted to assign weights for “cooperative federalism.” For example, Texas refused to operate its own insurance exchange. Oregon tried to operate its own but failed due to technological challenges and fell back on the federal government. As a result, both states have national exchanges—exchanges that are identical from the standpoint of federalism structure—even though Oregon tried to be a cooperative partner with the federal government. Would both measure equally on a scale of cooperative federalism? Could federalism possibly be just a matter of attitude?

Thus, realizing the terrain was nuanced and lacking in defined parameters, the interviews helped to substantiate the descriptive story. We asked the interviewees questions on topics ranging from how much autonomy the ACA gives states, to questions about differences between state and federally run structures; policy variations; state interactions with HHS; and state interactions with one another.

11. HIX Projects, PENN LDI (last visited Sept. 24, 2017), https://ldi.upenn.edu/hix/projects [https://perma.cc/RP33-E54G]. The UPenn HIX 2.0 Project, which is no longer active, aimed to construct quantitatively coded datasets to support research on the impact of variations in state health law and policy choices on changes in outcome measures of significance, such as the rate of uninsured citizens, the number of insurers active in a state market, and health insurance prices.
Our interviewees consistently told us that the topics about which we inquired were central to their experience implementing the law. As one very high-level former federal official said during our interview: “federalism is everything I did.”

III. KEY THEMES MADE TANGIBLE

Our forthcoming longer article details the four major themes that emerged from our study of ACA implementation. In brief, we found the ACA’s federalism to be 1) dynamic; 2) pragmatic; 3) negotiated; and 4) marked by intrastate politics. It does not operate as an on/off switch. States have moved between state and federal exchange models. Many announced initial resistance to Medicaid expansion only to opt in down the line. These moves, especially in the Medicaid context, were marked by states watching and leveraging the successes of other states for their own gains in negotiations with the federal government. Implementation across both Medicaid and the exchanges also was marked by dramatic state-federal creativity in developing hybrid implementation models that the ACA itself did not envision and that we have not seen theorized before. For example, HHS facilitated exchange models that were neither state based nor fully federal in order to accommodate states that wished to retain control over their insurance market without looking like cooperative traitors to the Republican Party. HHS also conceded on Medicaid waivers more than could have been foreseen, for example allowing states to privatize more of the Medicaid market or to adopt punitive measures to prevent emergency department misuse, to convince reticent states to expand.

The implementation details also underscore the importance of intrastate governance, even within a robust federal statutory structure. Each state is a republic of its own, yet “the states” often are discussed as if they are a bloc. State actors have different goals. Governors have different positions from legislators, whose ideas are different from state Medicaid and insurance commissioners, even when they are all of the same political party. The ACA implementation prompted some governors to buck legislators in their own party to take advantage of the Medicaid expansion for their citizens, underscoring state officials’ diverse priorities. In the insurance context, some state insurance commissioners, convinced that keeping the exchanges in the state rather than ceding control to the federal government, worked directly with HHS to get around their own governors’ resistance to operating ACA insurance markets. These workarounds offer a perfect example of the famous concept of “picket fence federalism” on the ground: state and federal administrators in the same area working together on shared goals, often skipping over the preferences of generalist (including more senior) members of their own governments.

12. Telephone Interview with former executive branch federal health care official #5 (Oct. 6, 2016 11:00 a.m.).
As one of the most important officials in the Obama Administration on Medicaid policy told us: “Federalism is central to how Medicaid works, it is not off to the side.” All of the officials we spoke with made clear how dramatically the NFIB decision had changed the dynamics of implementation. As one state official put it, whereas the “ACA was designed to be an incremental federalization of health care”—in the sense that it was intended to be a federal (national and universal) expansion of Medicaid and enlargement of federal control over state insurance markets—NFIB and the ACA’s politics made state negotiations a much more central dynamic of implementation. Even as initially drafted, the officials told us, the federal government knew that the ACA could not have been effectively implemented without the states. As one federal official said:

If the legislation was purely federal and federally funded [it] would absolutely have been easier; but the way it played out was more complicated than it had to be because of the Supreme Court decision about Medicaid. That really complicated everything, created extra work and complexity for the federal government. The fact that so many states opted out was not expected in legislation or by the agency, and it produced one of most complicated programs we ever worked on.

The state policy makers we interviewed consistently praised two key Obama Administration officials, HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius and Medicaid Director Cindy Mann, for their state-centered mindsets. “Cindy Mann was a unique leader,” one told us, “she engaged states and moved them with her; she established state operation calls, she reached out to states to get people talking.”

Another reported: “Cindy Mann was doggedly determined to protect the Medicaid program to make sure it was strong and flourished. She understood the back and forth and the need to let states be as autonomous as she could. It was political and financial realities balanced with [the] highest possible standards.” We heard similar praise for Secretary Sebelius. For example: “Sebelius was a governor and really understood the governors’ frustrations. The state legislators’ misunderstandings were clear to her. . . . I was awed at how Sebelius treated every state relationship as so important. Negotiations on waivers were taken so seriously.”

Sebelius is a hero, she did what she could to get the ACA done. Her background as a governor made it so she knew what states were dealing

13.  Id.
14.  Telephone Interview with state policy organization officers #1, 2, 3 & 4 (June 6, 2016, 1:00 p.m.).
15.  Telephone Interview with former executive branch federal health care official #1 (June 21, 2016, 10:00 a.m.).
17.  Id.
18.  Telephone Interview, supra note 15.
with every day. She was very attuned to how states function, we had a
great working relationship. That attitude of cooperation filtered down to
her underlings.19

B. Medicaid

We detail in our longer article what we observed, through our tracking data,
to be four distinct waves of Medicaid expansion, each marked by different
features. The most eager states made moves toward expansion before NFIB
interrupted the ACA’s implementation. After NFIB, states began a period of
watching and waiting. Some states wanted to implement beyond the ACA’s
baseline; others wanted to negotiate their own version of expansion; but all
wanted to see what HHS would allow given the ACA’s still-existing statutory
parameters. Many prominent negotiations centered on states’ efforts to obtain
Section 1115 demonstration waiver approvals, through which HHS permits states
to deviate from the Medicaid Act so long as the purposes of the Act are Furthered
and the proposed plan appears budget neutral.20 Demonstration waivers are
unique to the proposing state and can facilitate—especially in ACA-resistant
states—a sense that “Obamacare” is being rejected and the state has instead
implemented its own version of health care reform.21

1. A Primary Goal of Entrenchment: Negotiations and Horizontal Federalism

The interviews confirmed our observations about the four waves of Medicaid
expansion. They also confirmed the observation we drew from our data about the
tension between the federal governments’ motivation to expand Medicaid and the
substance of what that expansion would look like. The federal officials we
interviewed emphasized the pull of the ACA’s “goal of universal coverage” on
the one hand, and the pragmatic view, on the other, on the part of the federal
implementers that the critical short-term goal was to get expansion under way.
The view was that short-term malleability would serve the long term goal of
universality22 of health care coverage. In retrospect, it seems those officials were
correct. As of Fall 2017, the entrenchment of the Medicaid expansion (in
whatever form) and its importance to low-income and vulnerable populations
across many red states has proved a powerful barrier against Republican efforts
under the Trump Administration to “repeal and replace” the ACA.

This is not to say the Obama Administration drew no lines. As detailed in the
longer article, while more concessions were made in terms of allowing
privatization of the Medicaid market and other Medicaid features than would
have been predicted, the Obama Administration never capitulated to allow work
requirements (something that changed as this article went to press).23

19. Telephone Interview with former governor (Aug. 4, 2016, 12:00 p.m.).
21. Telephone Interview with former federal executive branch health care officials #2, 3 &
4 (Aug. 5, 2016, 12:30 p.m.).


The key theme here, in addition to policy entrenchment, was negotiation. “Medicaid waiver negotiations were intensely a federalism-in-action kind of discussion,” one official said. “They became very one on one, governor versus CMS as to what they wanted, needed, and what the guardrails are.” Several interviewees substantiated our perception that the federal government was under intense pressure to make these deals. “Everyone was watching,” one official told us, adding that federal negotiators felt they “could not fail.”

Other officials emphasized the ways in which states were watching one another, eager to piggyback on concessions received by earlier states and to do better for themselves. Our data confirm this account. For example, in a post-NFIB wave of Medicaid expansion through demonstration waiver, Arkansas, Iowa, Michigan, and Pennsylvania negotiated with HHS to expand in rapid succession. The pattern of following one another’s successes is not hard to discern: Arkansas openly promoted its negotiations with HHS, which involved the first premium assistance expansion model. Iowa announced interest in a waiver soon after Arkansas did and benefited from Arkansas’s application by negotiating for

24. Telephone Interview, supra note 12.
25. Telephone Interview, supra note 15.
premium assistance plus other concessions, including enforceable premium payments for individuals earning more than 100% of the federal poverty level, healthy behavior rewards, and copayments for non-emergency use of the emergency department, all of which HHS approved.\textsuperscript{28} Michigan initiated expansion waiver negotiations shortly before Arkansas’s waiver was formalized, and like Iowa, it sought concessions for cost sharing and healthy behavior incentives, which HHS approved. Michigan also created health savings accounts for enrollees’ cost sharing requirements,\textsuperscript{29} which Arkansas later proposed in an amendment to its original waiver.\textsuperscript{30} HHS approved Michigan’s waiver application a few weeks after approving Iowa’s. Soon thereafter, Pennsylvania engaged in negotiations with HHS, originally seeking an Arkansas-style premium assistance expansion but later switching to use managed care networks for the newly eligible population—like Iowa’s waiver.\textsuperscript{31} As one official said:

States absolutely said I want that plus, or with a variation, just approve my waiver. Anything you give to another state you have to assume the next state will come in and ask for that and more. There was a sense

\textsuperscript{28} See \textsc{The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation}, \textit{Medicaid Expansion in Iowa} (Nov. 20, 2015), http://kff.org/medicaid/fact-sheet/medicaid-expansion-in-iowa/ [http://perma.cc/B6DZ-94NZ] (explaining that, although Iowa initially required people earning 101-138\% of FPL to enroll in its exchange, low insurer participation led the state to offer an option for premium assistance rather than require it).

\textsuperscript{29} Letter from CMS Admin. Marilyn Tavenner, to Stephen Finton, Dir. of Michigan Medical Services Admin. (Dec. 30, 2013) (approving waiver request and state plan amendment for Medicaid expansion, including cost sharing for beneficiaries over 100\% of FPL and MI Health Accounts for maintaining cost sharing funds), http://www.michigan.gov/documents/snyder/Healthy_Michigan_1115_Demonstration_Approval_12302013_443466_7.pdf [http://perma.cc/V4AN-PMB6].


among states that the Administration was so eager that it was best to be
last in line.  

From the state perspective, we heard: “On expansion, the biggest question is what
the feds will allow. This played out in Arkansas, Pennsylvania, etc. States are
finding out how much they can get. . . . Cost sharing is expensive to administer,”
continued the official. “There is no evidence that jobs will make any difference.
But there is a political need to drive for these things.” A state official agreed:

Because of the Supreme Court, the Obama Administration bent over
backward to get states to expand Medicaid, permitting demonstrations in
some states that may not be beneficial to beneficiaries but that allowed
some Republican governors to expand when they would not have
otherwise . . . [HHS Secretaries] Burwell and Sebelius had the attitude to
cover people, even with certain limitations.

The horizontal state dynamic was not only about one-upping earlier states
that had won concessions. We were told that governors share tactics with one
another in places where they can talk behind closed doors, such as the National
Governors’ Association meeting, and learned from each other’s successes and
failures in implementing the ACA. Other interviewees noted that the officials
in charge of the Arkansas Medicaid expansion were very open in sharing their
negotiating tactics with other states. Even federal officials were part of the
horizontal dynamic. Cindy Mann was singled out by our interviewees for
establishing mechanisms for states to share information about Medicaid
expansion. Non-government organizations played critical roles, too, in helping
to share information across states. Horizontal federalism suffused the Medicaid
expansion.

2. Accountability: Pragmatic Solutions, Masking Cooperation, and Intrastate
Dynamics

Differences across and within states emerged as another key theme that
shaped the implementation. States have different mechanisms for implementing
a program like Medicaid, which also drove how each implemented the ACA. As
one federal administrator deeply involved in waiver negotiations observed: “state
expansion decisions reflect huge interaction with internal state rules; there are
glaring institutional differences between states.”

While differences between states are important, intrastate differences are just
as important, and these kinds of differences have been seriously underplayed in
the federalism literature. The ACA’s story makes clear how important it is to

32. Telephone Interview, supra note 12.
33. Telephone Interview with health policy nonprofit officer #1 (a former state official)
(Aug. 1, 2016, 10:00 a.m.).
34. Id.
35. Telephone Interview, supra note 33.
36. Id.
37. Telephone Interview, supra note 21.
understand the differences across intrastate actors and how those differences shape interaction with the federal government. Governors of both political parties emerged as key partners of the federal government when it came to Medicaid expansion. Recognizing the impact of resisting the Medicaid expansion on state budgets, citizens, and health care businesses, many governors moved to expand even where legislatures of the same party refused. As one former governor put it:

The Governor represents the entire state and is there to put a vision out for the state and to implement it and to propose legislation to implement. The legislator is from a small district and we can’t get them all going in same direction. The Governor has to be the leader of the state, he has to be the one to advocate for a vision for moving a state forward. The legislature is a more reactionary type of body, each legislator comes forth with his own bills but usually on small topics rather than big policy measures.\textsuperscript{38}

A member of a key nonprofit group that assisted with implementation agreed, noting: “The big change was the sense that whatever happens in DC, governors have to run a state and are more practically minded. They have to do a budget, people need coverage, hospitals need money, etc.”\textsuperscript{39}

In some instances, these realignments were fraught. For instance, Kentucky Governor Steve Beshear implemented Medicaid expansion through an existing Kentucky law that commanded Medicaid funds to be maximized.\textsuperscript{40} The legislature argued he could not expand in this manner (administratively and without additional legislative action), but state courts sided with the governor, allowing expansion to proceed. Similarly, Ohio Governor John Kasich asked the state Controlling Board (a state commission that facilitates use of federal funds outside the legislative budgeting process) to approve use of available federal funds for Medicaid expansion.\textsuperscript{41} The Ohio legislature had refused to pass a budget that included expansion but was bypassed by the Controlling Board in conjunction with the Governor, and state courts upheld the expansion. In Arizona, Governor Jan Brewer would not approve the termination of the legislature’s session until it approved Medicaid expansion, strong-arming rather than working around the legislature.\textsuperscript{42} And in Maine, the legislature continuously passed Medicaid expansion legislation, only to be thwarted by Governor LePage’s vetoes, until the state became the first to expand it by voter referendum.\textsuperscript{43}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{38} Telephone Interview, supra note 19.
\item \textsuperscript{39} Telephone Interview, supra note 33.
\item \textsuperscript{40} Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 205.520(3).
\item \textsuperscript{41} Meeting Minutes of the Controlling Board, Ohio Office of Budget and Management (Oct. 21, 2013), https://ecb.ohio.gov/public/MeetingsandAgendas.aspx [https://perma.cc/2ANH-38AP].
\item \textsuperscript{43} Patrick Whittle, Maine OKs Medicaid expansion in first-of-its-kind referendum, AP
\end{itemize}
At the same time, even governors who pushed implementation—in both parties—were not always eager to take the credit for cooperating with the Obama Administration. What emerged was a fascinating story about accountability that becomes especially salient in the exchange context, which we detail below. We were told time and again that governors were under pressure to execute waiver deals and come up with versions of Medicaid that did not look like “Obamacare,” which, we were told, was a “curse word.” Further to that point has been the practice of renaming and rebranding the state’s version of Medicaid with state-associated names like “TennCare” or “Husky Health.” States have long used such names for their Medicaid programs; they both highlight how state-centered Medicaid is, but also conveniently mask these programs’ status as participants in a major federal program.

One former federal official closely involved with the Medicaid expansion described it as follows: “The idea was Obamacare is a bad word, we’re not doing Obamacare, it’s ‘healthy blank,’ with the state name inserted. This involved rebranding Medicaid. Charging premiums also falls in this category: it looks more like private coverage, but offers political cover.” Another agreed: “There is a political dynamic to the desirability of 1115 [waivers]. It makes governors’ offices sound like they are doing something different and has unique political appeal. States love to say they want to evaluate the waiver to sound innovative.”

This accountability story is interesting for at least two related reasons. On one hand, the rebranding and ownership of state versions of Medicaid as programs that the public views as associated with the states and not the federal government contributes to a story of how state implementation of federal statutes can further state autonomy and a sense of state sovereignty. On the other hand, these kinds of efforts can confuse the public and mask political responsibility when programs fail or are undesirable. The seven Justices who voted to strike down the mandatory Medicaid expansion in NFIB focused especially on this argument about obfuscated accountability. We return to this topic in the next part.

C. Exchanges

Most of the same themes that developed in the Medicaid context played out in parallel when it came to the exchanges. As noted, the exchanges developed quite differently from what was expected when the ACA was passed. As with other statutes that give states the “right of first refusal” to implement a federal

44. Telephone Interview, supra note 19.
46. Telephone Interview, supra note 21.
47. Id.
program at the state level, the ACA’s drafters assumed many states would prefer to run their own exchanges. Motivation for doing so includes the federalism value of local variation—being able to tailor the program to the needs of the particular state—but also the view that a federal statute encroaches less on state domains when states control statutory implementation of a federal law.\(^ {49} \) This point was emphasized by Republicans early in the ACA implementation; one Republican official said letting the federal government operate a state’s insurance exchange was a “Trojan horse” that would pave the way to a full-scale federal takeover.\(^ {50} \) But the hot politics of the ACA reversed the usual pattern. The paradoxical result was that the most anti-ACA states were the same states inviting the federal government to take over their insurance markets.

And yet, the story on the ground is much more nuanced. Simultaneous with the public resistance and in direct tension with it, many red states quietly have worked under the radar to maintain some policy control, even where the federal government was running the exchange platform in those states. As we detail below, many states have kept these decisions purposefully secret to avoid looking like traitors to the Republican Party.

Moreover, whereas on the surface a blue state/red state divide seems to exist in counting which states created their own exchanges, in reality the state-versus-federal-exchange choice has been a landscape as dynamic and adaptive as the Medicaid expansion. For example, Idaho started as a federal exchange because of difficulties with launching an exchange but soon transitioned to a state-based exchange by piggybacking on efforts of leader states.\(^ {51} \) Maryland nearly failed in its effort to roll out a state exchange but managed to remain a state-based exchange rather than moving to the federal platform by adopting a state-based platform developed by other states, including Connecticut, which was actively trying to sell its model to other states.\(^ {52} \) Oregon, as noted, started with its own exchange but moved to a federally-supported platform due to technical difficulties. Utah split its exchange, putting individuals on a federal exchange and the small group market on a state-based exchange. Kentucky was rhetorically opposed to the ACA at the national political level and yet implemented one of the most successful state-run exchanges under Governor Beshear,\(^ {53} \) until his


\(^{53}\) See, e.g., Glenn Kessler, What Did Mitch McConnell Mean When He Suggested the
successor closed the state-run exchange and switched to the federal platform.

One official emphasized how difficult it was to tell the extent of state cooperation merely from the formal structure it had adopted: “Across the 25 pure [federal-exchange] states it looks pretty much the same, almost completely the same from the outside, but behind the scenes decisions are more shared than it might appear. Like how much plan management is done by the insurance department; it is not obvious that a state is doing plan management from looking at it from the pure federal exchange level.” States had great flexibility in both types of exchanges. But “autonomy is not quite the word,” said one of the more senior federal officials responsible for exchange implementation. “The ACA set up new relationships with states.” Another official thought that state-run exchanges did indeed have “a lot of autonomy.”

As in the case of the Medicaid expansion, there was enormous pressure on the federal administrators not to fail, to do whatever was needed to get the exchanges up and running, regardless of structure, as was detailed by a senior federal official:

> The perception was that HHS really wanted states to succeed but it was also dealing with its own extreme challenges. The relationship with all states was critical, many people up to highest level held painstaking negotiations with almost every state, but there were different sets of sensitivities and resources for each state, so it was enormously complex. We were blindsided by so many states refusing to establish their own exchanges. Every day we were negotiating with a state trying to help, to make them come along. Some states might have been hostile publically but not necessarily behind the scenes. HHS was trying to treat each state as an autonomous entity with a unique situation. HHS tried to be flexible.

We also saw the theme of horizontality emerge in the context of the exchange implementation but differently than in the Medicaid context. States here were not trying to one-up one another’s victories; rather, they worked together and learned from one another. Some of this cooperation was facilitated by formal networks empowered within the ACA itself, such as the National Association of Insurance
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Commissioners, which was given an explicit role in the statute.\textsuperscript{59} Others were more informal, such as a technical assistance network facilitated by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, Commonwealth Fund, and Milbank.\textsuperscript{60} A high level official from another major health care nonprofit said she essentially “was running a state to state technical assistance program.”\textsuperscript{61}

Still other forms of horizontal cooperation emerged from the early appearance of “leader states”—states that had successfully implemented exchanges and were serving as models for others. Connecticut’s entrepreneurial exchange leader told us that Connecticut officials “realized they had invented a better mousetrap,” and that they could “package their services and expertise and make them available to other states.”\textsuperscript{62} Connecticut exchange leaders promoted their system as giving other states “the benefits of a state-based marketplace without the headaches of building or staffing it,” and argued that they can “package [their] services and expertise and make them available to other states, promoting collaboration and avoiding a duplication of effort.”\textsuperscript{63} Perhaps most interestingly, serious horizontal state networking was facilitated by the federal government itself. State and federal officials we interviewed commended CMS for facilitating “learning collaboratives” to enable state success in implementation.\textsuperscript{64} These collaboratives, which have helped states avoid the unnecessary cost and time that would be involved with reinventing the wheel, were not written into the ACA but rather are a pragmatic invention by its administrators.

1. Accountability and Creativity Redux: Intrastate Politics and Hybrids

As in the case of the Medicaid expansion, conflicts among intrastate actors were major obstacles to the establishment of some state-based exchanges. Three states’ executives—Kentucky, New York, and Rhode Island—worked an end run around recalcitrant legislatures and created state-based exchanges through executive authority.\textsuperscript{65} In other states, governors and insurance commissioners, eager to retain control over insurance but facing the wrath of their political party, sought creative workarounds to mask their cooperation with the federal government. HHS was an active partner in these pragmatic negotiations. HHS produced two new insurance-exchange structures not initially envisioned by the
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These new types of exchanges blend state and federal management functions and come in many different forms. As one high-level federal interviewee told us, HHS was able to get seven states—Arkansas, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, New Hampshire, and West Virginia—to come on board by giving them more than the binary state-versus-federal choice set forth in the ACA. These states wanted to remain in control over policy but still use the federal government for as much technical and practical support as necessary. In our longer article, we call these hybrids “federalism by necessity.”

Some states needed more political cover. One problem was rhetorical. The original version of the blended exchange model was called “partnership,” and some states did not want to appear to be in “partnership” with the Obama Administration. Another problem was the intrastate political arena. Some insurance commissioners and other lower state officials wanted to retain control over state insurance markets, even as some governors and legislatures insisted on public resistance. Seven states could not adopt the hybrid model for that reason.

HHS adapted in response by announcing a new hybrid option called state “plan management” (ditching the politically toxic term “partnership”), which the seven holdout states adopted. Plan management exchanges do not require formal gubernatorial approval but rather require only informal communications between the federal government and state insurance commissioners, thereby allowing state insurance officials to get around resistant state capitols. As one former federal official said:

Policies developed because things were not working as the legislation intended. The sense with exchanges was that [HHS] had to be flexible and pragmatic. It was let’s do what we have to do to make this work. If that meant that the exchange got done, then that was far better than having a state give up. We had to make exchanges and the whole system

---
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work. It was not going to work if certain states or insurers weren’t playing.  

The same official continued: “If a state was publicly anti-ACA, behind the scenes they might ask for help. Even members of Congress who were publically opposed asked the Secretary for help.” A former state official observed: “Administrators’ overarching goals may be different than political goals.” Scholars of federalism will recognize in this story the phenomenon of “picket fence federalism.” That term is used to describe when administrators at different levels of government may more closely identify with one another in furtherance of their policy goals than they do with their particular sovereign.

The accountability implications of this story are fascinating. In some cases, state actors were evading accountability for their decisions from even superior state actors, not to mention the public. One former state official told us that similar issues abounded with the federally run exchanges, noting that states were making decisions “behind the scenes” even in exchanges where states had ostensibly ceded control to the federal government.

2. The “Secret Boyfriend” Model of State-Federal Relations

The workarounds were pervasive. One senior Obama Administration official offered the most colorful metaphor for the relationship that emerged from them that we heard—“the secret boyfriend.”

Political cover is a real thing. . . . We internally joked that some health insurance exchanges were the secret boyfriend model. They couldn’t show it in public that the state partnered with the feds. It is happening in Medicaid too, some governors want to use special terminology to gain political cover for Medicaid expansion.

The “secret-boyfriend” model of federal-state relations suggests a relationship one covets but is afraid to show publicly. We suspect this model appears in other domains of law, not just health care. But we have never seen it detailed before, or so aptly described. In the context of the ACA, the secret-boyfriend model was an important development that gave states a path to participate in the ACA without appearing to do so, allowing them to save face while also helping their citizenry.

IV. Conclusions

Our interviewees’ answers were so consistent that we felt no need to interview more key players after a certain point. No matter which person, which
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affiliation, or which role they played, our interviewees corroborated our observations that federalism was the focal point of the implementation of the ACA and that the ACA’s federalism implementation has been marked by dynamism, creativity, pragmatism, negotiations, and horizontality.

And yet, the ACA’s implementation also reveals how difficult it is to “measure” federalism. It seems to be everywhere, but it is hard to pinpoint exactly what it is, what it is for, and if it has been successful. In large part, that difficulty stems from the fact that many of the conventional federalism metrics and values are far too simplistic for a modern federal statutory scheme that invites state participation for a variety of purposes. As we detail in the longer article, the most commonly-touted federalism values—cooperation, autonomy, sovereignty, and even policy variation—can be seen in the ACA across all of the different kinds of structures, whether state or federal-led. Policy variation, for instance, occurred as much within federally-run exchanges as within state-run exchanges. Autonomy was exercised as much in Medicaid expanding states, as in Medicaid waiver-seeking states, as in Medicaid-resisting states. Cooperation, as we have shown, is a meaningless concept.

So, to the question posed by this symposium about evaluating policy in health care, with respect to federalism what we can say is: “It depends.” It seems much clearer to us, as elaborated in the longer piece, that the ACA’s federalism design has advanced state power than that it has achieved good health policy outcomes. If federalism is best understood as a constitutional/structural value—state power as an end in itself—the ACA, especially as implemented, seems to advance it. But a different way we commonly understand federalism is as a means to an end; in other words, why protect and advance state power if it does not serve the public good? When it comes to that perspective, it is not clear that the ACA’s state-centered components were necessary to achieve good health policy, or even beneficial for it. After all, leaving the Medicaid expansion to the states has been at least partially responsible for preventing the goal of universal coverage from being achieved. State-run exchanges did not necessarily do better, in terms of access, choice or cost, than federally run exchanges.

When we asked interviewees whether they thought outright national control would be simpler, the answer was often yes. But when we asked them if it could be possible, the answer was usually no, for both political and practical reasons. And among state officials, regardless of party, a strong sense exists that state
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control over health policy is a good thing that needs to be maintained—not only for structural reasons but because they are convinced local control leads to better outcomes, a conclusion our study calls into question and about which we think further empirical work is sorely needed. And so, federalism continues to be baked into health care reform, both as an end and as a means, even as those two inputs often conflict. As one former federal official observed: “it’s not an accident that we keep coming back to cooperative federalism.”

Our challenge to the health law and policy academy, including ourselves, is to tackle this question of what role federalism is supposed to play in health care and whether it is actually playing that role. Federalism scholarship is often criticized for its tendency toward the theoretical, floating free of real-world detail. Health law scholarship, on the other hand, tends toward “real world” research—a level of gritty detail often unappealing to constitutional theorists—that nods at federalism but does not deeply evaluate its role in health care. We have attempted to join the two worlds through the interviews relayed in this essay and in our other work. The two vectors of federalism and health policy can work at cross purposes. But we also found that the new health care federalism can make a reform effort work—indeed, make it deeply resilient—even in the face of wholly unexpected political and legal hurdles.
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